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ABSTRACT  
Video observation is an important instrument for the improvement of public safety and solitude defense. 

Video surveillance technology has attained a stage, where rising cameras to incarcerate imagery is inexpensive, 

however finding accessible human resources to sit and watch that imagery is high-priced. For video face 

recognition, researchers have essentially revolved around controlled conditions with a single individual in a 

packaging. Regardless, in authentic observation conditions, the earth is unconstrained and the chronicles are likely 

going to record various people inside the field of view. Surveillance chronicles incorporate various challenges for 

face detection and face recognition. For instance, detection computations may be impacted in view of size of a face 

image, occlusion, posture, lighting conditions, and establishment while recognition figurings may be affected as a 

result of low objectives, occlusion, posture, light, and dimness. So as to conquer these obstacles, an effective face 

detection and recognition framework is proposed with optimal feature extraction methods. Finally, the recognition 

can be done using optimal Deep Neural Network (DNN). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In security systems and with good cause video 

surveillance systems are more and more being 

applied. Probable dangers are moreover identified at 

any early stage still the presence of video cameras 

plays as a restraint to potential criminals. Recently, 

the human identification of face as of the video is 

turned into an intriguing exploration point because of 

the video observation and additional security 

problems. The video to effective face discovery has 

turned into a tremendous need as it can give different 

personality events of barrier and other connections to 

the security- territories. The important testing issues 

of PC dream as well as the recognition example are 

human face discovery with its recognition due to 

varieties of human face with few changes in poses, 

outward appearance, and illumination conditions 

when there are occlusions [29]. Research in the 

region of face discovery is for the most part centered 

on the objectives of high recognition exactness under 

shifting conditions and constant execution. 

Decreasing the components of the info space tends to 

the continuous limitation by lessening the 

computational intricacy of calculations that rely upon 

the elements of the information space [8]. Past 

biometric validation and ID applications, human 

faces have drawn as of late in this manner drawing 

consideration from the network of substance based 

video investigation. In our proposed technique we 

have built up an effective strategy for face 

recognition to file a specific face from various video 

shots. 

 

 

 

In recent years, the automatic face recognition 

research has been performed and it is still an ongoing 

process, due to its various difficulties involving light 

variation situation and pose difference, current 

research works have changed their area as of two 

dimensions in the direction of three dimension 

representation of human face. In [3], 3D face 

recognition using symmetric surface feature was 

presented resulting in the improvement of face 

recognition rate and mean average precision for face 

recognition purposes. Nevertheless, there is no 

overlap or limited directions different towards 

performance improvement, bilateral symmetry was 

not said to be provided. To address this issue, 

detector ensembles [1] were used in video 

surveillance by applying Dynamic Niching Particle 

Swarm Optimization.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Nowadays, the human face detection as of video 

contains turned into a fascinating exploration region 

as of late. Video observation has ascended crest as 

safety problems in different fields have expanded. 

Vivek and Celine [21] have proposed a proficient 

strategy in support of number of human face 

detection from some input video was created via 

guide stages such as division, extraction highlight 

and grouping utilizing adjusted neural system. The 

characterization results demonstrated that the 

technique is progressively effective in grouping video 

faces. 
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Video-based face recoginition in camera organizes 

were proposed by Du et al. [16]. They planned to 

perform present uniqueness by using the repetition in 

the multiview video information. By the by they 

arranged an element for lively face acknowledgment 

in the presence of scatter lighting along these lines 

presenting varieties, differentiating to customary 

methodologies in unmistakably gauge the posture 

face. Therefore, the proposed highlight was assessed 

utilizing the circular consonant portrayal face surface 

mapped by a circle. Atan et al. [19] introduced 

precise learning system dependent by multi-client 

multi-furnished crooks to adjust each gadget 

transmission, include extraction and inquiry 

consideration. Hence, the introduction 

disappointment below two states of the displayed 

structure was recognized by the commencement of 

higher cutoff points is feasible undersized residency 

and long haul disappointment via anticipated rate of 

acknowledgment for each face acknowledgment 

exertion neighboring the outcome that presumes an 

earlier data of the framework execution under every 

likely setting. 

In [14], the method to recognize faces in 

viciousness scenes and security applications 

respectively. Here the exploration contains non-

versatile insertion super goals calculation along with 

a Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) face identifier for 

enhanced quality of video. So as to get an extremely 

handling time is low and it is paralleled the super 

goals and face identifier calculations with CUDA. In 

[28], the novel way in the direction of deal with 

recognizes and restricts video irregularities naturally. 

On the way to find the video frontal area all the more 

precisely, they presented another Robust PCA based 

closer view restriction conspires. ULGP-OF 

descriptor, that flawlessly consolidates great 2D 

surface LGP descriptor and visual stream, was 

introduced to portray the movement insights of 

neighborhood district surface in the regions situated 

by the frontal area restriction plot.  

2.  Proposed Methodology 

The primary intension of this research is to develop 

an efficient face recognition technique for a video 

surveillance system which will give accurate results 

under various pose, illumination, occlusion condition.  

. However, the broad explanations of the proposed 

methodologies are provided below:  

 

2.1 Key frame Extraction  

KEWI calculation is separated into four stages. In 

every sub band, primary stage is evaluated by 

subtracting point of interest part estimations of 

present and next (for example sequential) face locale 

frame. Next, the standard deviation and mean are 

registered as of distinction estimations in every sub-

band of the face area extraction. Tertiary, limit an 

incentive for each sub band is planned 

notwithstanding standard deviation and mean. At last, 

limit and distinction estimation of every band are 

analyzed. On the off chance that two distinction 

estimations of some two sub-groups are in excess of 

each connected limit, the final frame act as a key face 

district frame.  

Frequency Components    

Therefore, the key frame plot to extract district face 

key frame from the picture and the conspicuous 

contrast an incentive among two progressive frames 

are recognized. The discrete wavelet coefficients are 

spoken to as frame filling. Thus, the filling of frame 

is altered and the detail coefficients can't totally the 

equivalent. Thereafter, the key face district extraction 

of frame, the key frames is proposed that make in 

video rundown, extraction highlight and other 

preparing a KEWI calculation is much less composite 

and devours insignificant time for extraction.  

In video indexing and retrieval process, key frame 

and object detection is the most essential step. The 

comprehensively utilized KEWI creates the 

distinction measurements by assessing the element 

information take out from the stream package. The 

extraction of key-frame techniques are calculated 

using contrast measurements via the information of 

discrete wavelet. The extractions of key frame 

dependent on onward movement examination as well 

as DWT coefficients of lingering blunder are gotten. 

In each frame scan as of ideal coordinating in relating 

reference frames, at that point diminish prescient 

mistake of movement remuneration with DWT 

coding. Based on the meantime with the couple of 

movement vectors are interchanged. Thus, the key 

frames are removed dependent as a peculiarity of 

video streams utilized for preparing. On the off 

chance that a face cut happens, the principal frame is 

picked key frame. Based on the stream with video 

frames can be encoded through forward movement 

go back. At the point as a transformation happens in 

frame, extraordinary alterations occur in the frame 

comparing to the past frame references. So encoder 

neglects to use the reference frames impact. A 

condition has been proposed in the direction of work 

out proportion with no movement compensate that 

are utilized to remove the frame is picked. Here two 

progressive frames are perused as well as changed 

via DWT to accomplish four sub-groups, HL, LL, 
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HH and LH in the face area of key extraction. Inside 

the four sub-groups, just three sub-groups, LH, HH 

and HL are utilized to separate key frame in light of 

the fact that LL is the low recurrence band and are 

never utilized for KEWI handling. 

2.2 Feature extraction 

Once the image, the stages of our proposed concept and its feature extraction are captured effectively. The features 

are the main requirement needed in the recognition process. The feature extraction contains classified number of 

resources needed to depict huge set of data precisely. In our proposed technique, three features are calculated as of 

each region of separate image in a video shot. Feature Selection that combines the optical flow with biologically 

inspired features of face to extract the most discriminatory information from the face is presented.  

Multi-angle Movement Feature Selection 

In this section, the Multi-angle Movement Feature Selection (MMFS) that combines the optical flow with 

biologically inspired features of face to extract the most discriminatory information from the face is presented. With 

the pre-processed raw video sequences using Temporal Wiener Average denoising algorithm, a de-noised frame is 

obtained which is then fed as input to extract multi-angle movements for human face recognition.

Optical flow extraction for human face recognition  

To obtain stable measures, the MMFS initially identifies the difference between adjacent frames and is expressed as 

given below. 
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With the obtained difference between adjacent frames, the TA-MMFS identifies the optical flow between 

adjacent frames and is expressed as given below. 
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From the above eqn, the optical flow of human faces are extracted between adjacent frames that forms as an 

input to the biologically inspired features. With this optical flow features, the low level features (i.e. intensity, size, 

shape and structure) are mapped with the high level features (i.e. expression, scar, moles and skin) and the mapping 

is performed in the next section.  

Biologically inspired features of face 

Motivated by the work of biologically inspired features for scene classification [4], the MMFS extracts the 

features for human recognition as they encode intensity information with multi-angle movement (i.e. intensity, size, 

shape, score). The feature extraction process focuses on multi-angle movement that identifies the video frames 

carrying the most discriminative information. The MMFS is motivated by mechanisms in the face that consists of 

two different layers ‘ 1S ’ and ‘ 1C ’. The ‘ 1C ’ images mimic complex patterns in the face forming an intensity 

feature.  

To start with, initially, the ‘ 1S ’ are first calculated by applying a Gabor convolution kernel at multiple 

intensities and shapes to the target images ‘ ( )jiR , ’ and is expressed as given below.  
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In the MMFS method, Gabor filter are defined at four different intensities from, ‘ 5*5 ’ to ‘ 11*11 ’ at size 

increments of ‘2’ pixel. In addition, four different shapes ‘0 to 180’ at ‘45 degrees increment’ are adopted. In this 

way, ‘4*4=16 S1’ feature maps are calculated. As the increment size of pixel being ‘2’, precise information resulting 

in the key extraction efficiency is evolved.  

Next, to obtain the ‘C1’, the MMFS method measures the adjacent frames with an identical intensity at various 

window structures from ‘2*2’ to ‘8*8’ with size increment of ‘2’ pixels, and upon identification of the maximum 

intensity pixel box, it will be used to represent the corresponding pixel in ‘C1’ feature map. This in turn provides 

precise and robust features improving the key extraction efficiency. 
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2.3 deep neural network (ODNN): 

After the feature selection, the chosen features are given to the input for classification stage. The classification stage 

has two phases such as (i) training and (ii) testing. In this, 80% of images are used for the process of training and 

20% of images are utilized as the testing process. For classification, we utilize the optimal deep neural network 

(DNN). The weight values of DNN are optimally selected using GSA. The DNN with multiple layers of hidden 

units and outputs layers with artificial neural network is used. Additionally, the parametric learning, fine-tuning 

stages and both pre-training are the basic steps.   

 

 

Pre-training stage: parametric initialization is one of the most common issues in deep neural network during 

training. The lower generalization effect of fault function is to detect the poor optimization. Hinton et al. [36] 

introduced novel algorithm to predict the above noticed issues depends on training of a sequence of RBMs. The 

stochastic binary inputs of double layered training of a sequence of RBMs with the weighted connections are 

delineated. The visible inputs units v are noted in the initial layer and RBM concealed units h  are noted in second 

layer. Thereafter the RBM training feature detectors with hidden units can be regarded.  

During the construction of RBM with the RBM training and application procedure are explained. The unsupervised 

RBM training is the initial highlight and the training example is specified. The RBMs contains stochastically spread 

class label. The conditional distribution with hidden units outputs are shown in equation (28). The binary vector 

input can producing distribution sample and it is surrounded by opposite direction via the cause of confabulation 

(singular data). Ultimately, the hidden unit inputs are recaptured through RBM propagating confabulation.  

Therefore, the training set with above mentioned process is executed continually and after that the revise of the 

parameters operations are discussed as below.  

 
( )

tionreconstrucjidatajiji hvhvW −=     (4) 

 
( )

tionreconstrucidataii vvb −=    (5) 

 
( )

tionreconstrucjdatajj hhc −=    (6) 

 

Procedure for pre-training the DNN: 

• Initially, visible units v  to a training vector are initialized 

• Next, we update the hidden units in parallel given the visible units using equation (28) and (29) 

• In the same way, the hidden units and parallel visible units are update with the usage of equation (12) 

• The parallel hidden units are re-updated and the  reconstructed visible unit are made using equation (12) in 

step 2 

• Execute weight updates 
tionreconstrucjidatajiij hvhvw −   

If once the RBM is trained with multilayer model of stacked RBM are noted. If another one RBM is stacked 

means initialization of vector input and its units. If it is already trained means current weights and biases are 

collected. The already-trained layers or last layer is used as a fresh input for RBM. The above process are continued 

at the end of stopping criterion is met. Experimentally, the DNN with 1 output layers, 3 hidden layers and 253 input 

layers are utilized as well as the training stage with deep network weights are initialized.  

Fine tuning stage:- 

In this fine tuning stage, we adjust weight value and minimize the error using Gravitational search Algorithm 

(GSA). Here, at first we randomly initialize the weight values Wij. The solution representation is an important 

process for solving the problem in the entire optimization algorithm. Then, we calculate the fitness for each solution. 

In this paper classification accuracy is consider as the fitness function. The fitness is measured based on equation 

(21). After fitness estimation and we update the GSA solutions. Therefore, the updation steps are given in next 

section. The tumor image classification with an output layer is planned at top of the deep neural network. Moreover, 

there is input neurons N-number based on the features and three hidden layers are utilized in our deep neural 
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network. The weight optimization is intended via training stage using dataset
TD . Initially, the features reductions 

are provided in DNN as well as the optimal weight are assigned. At last, the optimal weight (w) and images are 

categorized in testing dataset
TD .    

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

When the division is done, highlight extraction is completed where different highlights are extricated for each frame 

and after extraction of significant highlights, the face is followed and after that characterization is finished by means 

of enhanced neural system. Thus, the test result is appeared are beneath areas. Fig. 1 represents some of the sample 

videos from the dataset.  

 

 

   
Figure.1: Sample videos from the database 

 

In fig. 2 we delineate the key frame rate extraction exactness by means of various sizes of recordings obtained 

to information going from 113.6MB to 936.2MB with the end goal of analysis via strings and prepared parallel 

design. Hence, the figures with key frame extraction precision with the usage of proposed KEWI conspire are larger 

when contrasted with multiple previous strategies AOE-R [34] and TDFM [27]. Other than likewise, it is seen that 

by expanding extent of video, key frame extraction rate exactness is additionally expanded via every strategies. Be 

that as it may, relatively, it is higher using KEWI conspire. 

 
Figure.2: comparison of key frame extraction accuracy 

Fig.2 as appeared on top of key frame rate extraction exactness measurement and seen a higher via KEWI 

conspire. Therefore, the rates of key frame extraction exactness are checked in various numbers of frames with 

fluctuating video dimensions. The usage of pixel concept related pixel estimations of two diverse frames video are 

assessed and the distinction esteem is gotten by applying edge esteem. This thus improves the key precision frame 

extraction by means of KEWI conspire by 5.96% contrasted with TDFM. Moreover, discrete change perform, by 
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choosing a fitting limit an incentive in KEWI plot, the extraction of key frame rate precision is enhanced by 11.56% 

contrasted with AOE-R [34].  

IV. CONCLUSION 

An Extraction of Key frame via Wavelet Information 

(KEWI) method with extent of recognition rate and 

face area key extraction proficiency are proposed. 

Thus, the intension of giving like proposed 

methodology is to guarantee least execution time for 

separating key frame and to build the extraction of 

key frame precision in support of different videos and 

its frames. Therefore, the extraction of key frame 

process is planned as a measure for distinguishing the 

last frame of couple as key for correct key frame 

extraction with insignificant execution time in 

recognizing human face. In the second stage we have 

proposed an Occlusion Invariant Face Recognition 

System and effective Pose for Video Surveillance 

Using Extensive Feature Set. For various video 

inputs, we apply the proposed strategies for face 

recognition which include division, highlight 

extraction, following, and order. For recognition of 

face from the video we have used a productive 

framework where the ideal DNN is consolidated into 

the GSA for achieving improved recognition rate. 
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